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Recording reviews

Gary!R. Boye
A plethora of plucked+strings

It is indeed rare that one ,nds a single disc that combines 
all aspects of early musicianship: performer, editor, histo-
rian and even luthier. Martin Shepherd’s Fantasia · Lute 
music from the early !"th century (FS Records -./010, 
issued *"01, 20!), however, does just that. Surprisingly, 
since Shepherd has been well known in the lute commu-
nity as a luthier and performer since the 032"s, this is his 
debut solo recording. )e selection of works on the disc 
revolves around vocal music arranged or ‘intabulated’ for 
lute, as well as more loosely inspired fantasias and ricer-
cars, performed on an instrument of his own making. 
Most of these works are rarely heard today: modern per-
formers tend to favour the 4ashier preludes, instrumental 
fantasias, dances and the like; however, intabulations of 
vocal music are the most common genre in surviving lute 
sources of 0#th-century lute music (see http://applications.
library.appstate.edu/music/lute/C0#/contentlst.html).

)e ,rst half of the recording contains works arranged 
primarily by the German, Hans Newsidler or Neusidler 
(c.05"1/3–#(). )e great Francesco da Milano (0!32–05!() 
and his pupil, Pierino Fiorentino (05*(–5*), round out 
the rest of the CD with the looser Italian style variously 
termed ‘fantasia’ or ‘ricercar’ (and not infrequently used 
interchangeably in contemporary sources). )e music 
here is well played, well recorded, and well thought out, 
although lack of familiarity with the vocal originals might 
hamper full appreciation of the lutenist’s art amongst 
modern listeners.

Fantasia bellissima: #e Lviv lute tablature (TYXart 
6$701005, issued *"03, !*!) by Bernhard Hofstötter 
focuses on a mysterious lute manuscript from the Polish-
Lithuanian region, the only surviving lute source from this 
area. More commonly called the Kracow (Crakow) Lute 
Tablature, even in the liner notes to this CD, it has been 
in the closed stacks of the Iwan Franko University Library 
in Lviv, Ukraine since 03(2 (UA-LVu Ms. 0!""/'). Careful 
study of the original has led scholars to the conclusion that 
several hands compiled it over a number of years beginning 
around 055" and continuing late into the century.

While a few pieces from this manuscript have cropped 
up in modern editions, relatively little was known about 
it as a whole until recently. Two pieces by John Dowland, 
A fancy and Forlorn hope fancy, have attracted the most 
attention from scholars. Interestingly, the manuscript 
also contains an early work from Joan Ambrosio Dalza, 
published by Ottaviano Petrucci in 05"1, as well as other 
works in the style of early 0#th-century Italian lutenists. 
)e Transylvanian lutenist, Valentin Bakfark (c.05*#–
2#), is represented by one piece. )is international and 
chronologically diverse repertory, along with the textual 
elements, point to upper-class and humanist origins. 
Hofstötter’s interpretations are musical and inventive—
including quite a bit of strumming in the Italian dances, 
for example—and the sum total of the disc makes for an 
excellent window on 0#th-century lute+music.

Lutenist Nigel North is well known amongst early 
music listeners. His John Dowland: Lachrimæ (Atma 
789* *2#0, issued *"01, 51!) includes the viol consort Les 
Voix humaines, comprising Mélisande Corriveau, Felix 
Deak, Margaret Little, Susie Napper and, for this record-
ing, Rafael Sanchez-Guevara. Here, North plays the lute 
accompaniment to all seven of the pavans in Dowland’s 
Lachrimæ, or seaven teares !gured in seaven passion-
ate Pavans, with divers other Pavans, Galliards, and 
Almands, set forth for the Lute, Viols, or Violons, in !ve 
parts (London: John Windet, 0#"!). Various other pieces 
from the same collection are added, including ‘Captain 
Digorie Piper his galliard’, ‘Mr. John Langton’s pavan’, ‘Sir 
John Souch his galliard’ and others, arranged as interludes 
between the featured+pavans.

)e addition of viols gives an entirely di:erent dimen-
sion to what are clearly lute-inspired works. )e swelling 
texture of bowed strings can threaten to overwhelm at 
times, but like Dowland’s vocal works this is as it should be. 
North is one of the foremost accompanists on the instru-
ment in a continuo setting. )e music here is a reminder 
that Dowland is not far from his mainland contemporar-
ies; the harmony is intense and, especially in this setting 
with viols, reminds as much of Luca Marenzio or other 
early Baroque composers as a ‘late 4owering Renaissance’ 
generally attributed to the composer. Dowland knew of 
tears and certainly of pandemics in his own day; perhaps 
this work is particularly resonant in our own+times.
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Our next recording moves us ,rmly into the 02th 
century, from the age of Dowland and beyond. )e lute 
manuscript associated with Edward, Lord Herbert of 
Cherbury (051*–0#!1), has been well studied since its 
discovery in 035#. It is now the property of Cambridge 
University (GB-Cfm Ms. Mus. #13). Martin Eastwell’s #e 
Dark Lord’s music (Music & Media AA8002, issued *"01, 
21!) contains a selection of works from the manuscript. 
)e ‘Dark Lord’ referenced in the title refers to a contem-
porary moniker for Herbert himself, either in regards to 
his complexion or his association with English+deism.

About half of the composers on the disc are Herbert’s 
English predecessors such as John Dowland (05#(–0#*#), 
Robert Johnson (c.051(–0#(() and Daniel Bacheler or 
Bachelor (052*–0#03). )e rest are continental lutenists 
like Jakob Reys (c.055"–c.0#"5) from Poland, the Italian, 
Diomedes Cato (c.05#"–aBer 0#"2), and others not clearly 
identi,ed, such as ‘Gauthier’, a family name of several 
French lutenists. Of special interest in this period of the 
lute’s repertory is the choice of bass strings: as the instru-
ment was made larger and its range expanded, contem-
poraries experimented with di:erent ways of ‘loading’ the 
bass strings with heavier material, to increase the density 
and thus lower the pitch (wound strings were not common 
until later). Eastwell plays an instrument made in period 
style with strings by Mimmo Peru:o loaded with metallic 
salts. )e sound takes a bit of adjusting to for those used 
to the booming wound basses of earlier lute recordings, 
but makes for an interesting sense of balance and texture 
in the works+played.

)e bass range is the focus of the next recording, 
Elizabeth Kenny’s Ars longa: Old and new music for  
theorbo (Linn 8C9 #"(, issued *"03, 2#!). Compared to 
even the largest contemporary lutes, the theorbo is truly 
enormous: removed from the player’s lap and stood on its 
end, a theorbo would oBen be well over six feet tall. )e 
most frequent use for this instrument was in a basso con-
tinuo setting in large-scale works such as Baroque operas. 
)ere is, however, a small but interesting solo repertory 
for those with the technical abilities to handle+it.

Elizabeth Kenny is one of the leading performers on the 
instrument today, playing with passion and technical pre-
cision. )e disc contains comparatively well-known works 
of Alessandro Piccinini (05##–c.0#(1), Giovanni Girolamo 
Kapsperger (051"–0#50) and Robert De Visée (0#55–02(*/(). 
All of these composers’ works for the theorbo deserve to 
be better known and studied among 02th-century schol-
ars. Kapsperger (oBen Kapsberger), in particular, has 
a unique body of work idiomatic to the instrument and 
quite unlike anything else in the repertory or outside of it. 

)e most surprising aspect of this disc is that Kenny adds 
works by three modern composers for the instrument: Sir 
James MacMillan (b.0353), Benjamin Oliver (b.0310) and 
Nico Muhly (b.0310). Oliver’s ‘Extending from the inside’ 
is particularly adventurous and startlingly displays what 
can be done on the instrument without adhering to his-
torical models. )ese modern works may not suit the taste 
of early music a,cionados, but the historical works are 
phenomenally well played. )is is a level of virtuosity that 
has rarely been glimpsed on the theorbo to this+time.

Moving into the 01th century, music for plucked string 
begins to fragment into a variety of di:erent instruments, 
some rarely heard today. One such instrument is the man-
dora, featured on Gábor Tokodi’s Music for mandora 
(Brilliant Classics 351#3, issued *"03, !1!). In this context, 
the mandora is basically a lute with fewer strings and a 
smaller body than the contemporary 0(-course Baroque 
lute (a course meaning a pair of strings tuned either in 
unisons or octaves). Tokodi uses an eight-course mandora 
made by Robert Lundberg for this recording.

)e music is grouped into one ,ve-movement sonata, 
and two multi-movement suites. )e sonata was composed 
by Giuseppe Antonio Brescianello (0#3"–0252) around 
02!" and comes from a manuscript compiled by Maria 
Antonia Walpurgis of Bavaria (D-Dl Ms. Mus. *(#!/&/*). 
)e two suites are anonymous and derive from manu-
scripts of Austrian (SK-BRu Ms. 0"3*)+ and Hungarian 
(Budapest University Library, Ms. -(#) origins. )e latter 
is especially interesting as it was only discovered in *"0". 
)ere is so little surviving music for this instrument that 
it is diDcult to judge how these works were contextualized 
in the mid 02""s; certainly the Brescianello piece is quite 
technically demanding, the anonymous sources far less so. 
At a time when the Baroque lute was beginning to wane 
in favour, it is interesting to hear music for a less complex 
instrument that, at least in certain areas of Germany and 
Austria, threatened to supplant+it.

)e real successor to the lute family, however, was 
clearly the guitar. )e next four CDs represent the pro-
gression of that instrument from its ,ve-course Baroque 
origins to an instrument nearly identical to the modern 
classical guitar. )omas Schmitt’s Nouvelles étrennes de 
guitare (La mà de guido %A@ *0(3, issued *"0#, #(!) gives 
an excellent introduction to the guitar of both ,ve courses 
to one of ,ve single strings. Original sources rarely give 
a justi,cation for one type of stringing or another—one 
assumes that either the period performers would know the 
implied setup or that they had the option to use whatever 
was available. It seems likely that few would have mixed 
di:erent types of stringing—single strings, courses with 
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bass octaves, and courses with unison basses—as Schmitt 
does on this recording, but the choices are well made and 
enhance the repertory selected.

Simpler histories of the guitar have emphasized that 
the so-called ‘Baroque’ guitar was of ,ve courses, while 
the later six-string guitar replaced its predecessor in the 
Classical and early Romantic periods. Close examination 
of the repertory shows that the actual picture is far more 
complex. Music for ,ve-course guitar continues until the 
end of the 01th century and into the 03th. For a time, a six-
course guitar was even popular, especially in Spain. )ere 
is also some evidence of a ,ve-string guitar, as used here in 
the works of Antoine de Lhoyer (02#1–015*). )is is ,nely 
played music seldom heard today and, while transitional, 
deserves to be judged on its own terms. )e extensive 
critical notes to the disc by the performer are particularly 
welcome.

Schmitt continues his exploration of early guitar music 
with the next disc, Juegos $larmónicos (Lindoro E%-
("!!, issued *"03, 2#!), featuring a guitar with six courses. 
)e composers for this instrument will be unknown to all 
but the most avid researchers: Isidro de Laporta, Manuel 
Ferau, Juan Antonio de Vargas y Guzmán, Antonio 
Abreu, José Avellana and Antonio Nava. Very little indeed 
is known about these composers today, including their 
dates. All were Spanish with the exception of Abreu, who 
was apparently Portuguese, and all 4ourishing in the 
late 02""s in manuscripts copied and sold for the literate 
elite. )is music ,lls a gap in the guitar repertory aBer 
the Baroque period. )e composers represented here, 
somewhat ironically, more ,rmly deserve the designation 
‘Classical’ than guitar music to which that term is more 
commonly applied from the 01*"s+on.

One of those guitarist–composers, who played what 
is basically the modern guitar with six individual strings, 
was Fernando Sor (0221–01(3). Francesco Romano’s 
Fernando Sor: O cara armonia: Guitar works (Arcana 
79 0"#, issued *"02, #3!) contains a selection of pieces by 
Sor. Here we are on the ,rm foundation of the modern 
guitar repertory, although the instrument is from the 
period: a Louis Panormo guitar dated 01(5. )e texture of 
Sor on a smaller period instrument is always appealing; 
larger and louder instruments tend to obscure the inner 
voices and muddy the texture. Works chosen for the disc 
include the well-known Mozart Variations, op.3—easily 
Sor’s most famous work today—as well as several studies 
known from modern editions. )e op.2 Fantaisie and sev-
eral other smaller works are included. )e playing is musi-
cal and imaginative, although some might be bothered 
by a bit of extraneous noise apparently coming from the 

leB hand and/or the performer breathing loudly. Better 
microphone placement might have alleviated this+4aw.

)e ,nal disc under review here is Classical Vienna: 
Music for guitar & piano (Resonus /F.0"01*, issued *"02, 
#1!) by James Akers and Gary Branch. Here is a combina-
tion that works much better on period rather than mod-
ern instruments. Akers uses an original guitar from the 
01*"s, as well as a modern Panormo replica, while Branch 
plays a Conrad Graf fortepiano from 01*#. )e modern 
piano tends to overpower even the loudest classical guitar, 
while an instrument from the early 03th century blends 
well without imbalance. )e tone colours of both instru-
ments agree nicely. Perhaps because period instruments 
are expensive and diDcult to come by, these are pieces 
rarely heard+today.

Several early 03th-century guitar composers wrote 
for guitar and piano, including Ferdinando Carulli 
(022"–01!0)—a composer with a massive amount of 
music only beginning to be explored in our own day—
as well as Anton Diabelli (0210–0151) and Mauro Giuliani 
(0210–01*3). Carulli is represented here with three pieces, 
Diabelli with an attractive multi-movement sonata, and 
Giuliani with a set of variations on a Paisiello aria, ‘Nel 
cor più non mi sento’. )e performers also contribute two 
solo pieces: Giuliani’s famous Sonata Brillante (op.05) for 
guitar solo and a fantasia for piano on ‘Potem Mitzwo!’ by 
Ignaz Moscheles (023!–012").

doi:0".0"3(/em/caaa"!0
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Dinko Fabris
)e Italian chamber cantata: a 
decade of recordings
Eleven years have passed since the publication of Michael 
Talbot’s volume dedicated to the Italian chamber can-
tata (Aspects of the secular cantata in late Baroque Italy 
(*""3)). As was outlined in a review of the book, the 
volume was the culmination of decades of cantata stud-
ies, which until then had not succeeded in representing 
‘the variety, versatility and even ambiguity that this reper-
tory oBen conceals’ (T. M.+Gialdroni, ‘)e diversity of the 
Italian cantata’, Early Music, xxxix/( (*"00), p.!03). In the 
same book, Roger Claude Travers provided the ,rst anno-
tated discography of the cantata repertory. )is, then, 
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